
PORTO ALEGRE: Peru stunned defending
champions Chile 3-0 to reach the final of the
Copa America for the first time in 44 years on
Wednesday. Goals from Edison Flores, Yoshimar
Yotun and Paolo Guerrero handed Peru a de-
served win which sends them into a final against
Brazil at the Maracana Stadium on Sunday.

The stunning upset prevented Chile’s golden
generation from challenging for a third straight
title, following their wins over Argentina in 2015
and 2016. Instead the finalists from the previous
two editions will meet in Saturday’s third-place
play-off in Sao Paulo. Little was expected of
Peru in the knock-out stages after they ended
the group phase with a humbling 5-0 thrashing
by Brazil.

But after riding their luck — and being saved
by VAR three times — to beat Uruguay on
penalties in the quarter-final, they were a com-
pletely rejuvenated outfit in Porto Alegre. “The
team has gone back to its essence, passing the
ball and running hard,” said goalscorer Yotun.
“The game against Brazil was tough but this will
be a different match. It’s a final that’s there to be
won. We have to work hard and lift this cup.”

Goalkeeper Pedro Gallese, the villain of that
5-0 defeat, was again faultless, as he had been in
the quarter-final when decisively saving Luis
Suarez’s shoot-out penalty. He again saved a
penalty and made a number of other vital stops.
“It’s painful for all of us because we fought for
another title,” said Chile captain Gary Medel.

“Peru played a great match and we have to
congratulate them. The played really well, worked

really hard and deserve to be in the final.” From
the start Peru dominated the reigning champions,
with Christian Cueva wastefully shooting wide
two minutes in after he was teed up in space by
his captain Guerrero. 

On seven minutes Chile’s Charles Aranguiz
started and finished a superb passing move in-
volving Alexis Sanchez and Jean Beausejour, by
placing a precise shot just past the post. Flores
took advantage of an Erick Pulgar slip in midfield
to dart towards goal but he dragged his weak
shot woefully wide. But a minute later he was
alone at the back post to lash home left footed
from an Andre Carillo flick on from Cueva’s cross.

Timely intervention 
Striker Guerrero made a timely intervention in

his own area to prevent a Sanchez corner from
sneaking in at the near post. Yotun doubled the
lead on 38 minutes after punishing Chile goal-
keeper Gabriel Arias’s rush of blood to the head.
Carillo chased a long ball down the right hand
side and beat Arias, who ill-advisedly had
charged from his area, to the ball before picking
out Yotun on the edge of the 18-yard area.

Faced with four back-tracking defenders,
Yotun calmly controlled the ball on his chest and
sent a low volley straight down the middle of the
empty goal. Equally importantly was Gallese’s
one-hand save to tip over a Jose Fuenzalida vol-
ley a minute before the break. A 2-0 half-time
lead was the least Peru deserved after an enter-
prising performance against tentative opponents.

Chile were a lick of paint away from getting

back into the match on 51 minutes when Eduardo
Vargas’s flicked header beat Gallese but agoniz-
ingly came back off the post. Peru should have
put the game to bed on a rapier counter-attack
on the hour but Guerrero and Cueva passed
rather than shooting and Yotun ballooned over
from six yards with the goal gaping.

Peru started sitting deeper, inviting Chile to
attack and Aranguiz sent a rasping shot whistling

past the top corner with Gallese a mere specta-
tor. Gallese then tipped over a looping volley
from Beausejour and 15 minutes from time he
stayed big to block a shot from Vargas one-on-
one. He was unbeatable and dived low to his right
to palm out a venemous Sanchez effort from 20
yards. Guerrero put the icing on the cake in injury
time after rounding Arias, but Gallese had the last
word from the penalty spot. — AFP 
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PORTO ALEGRE: Peru’s Yoshimar Yotun (R) celebrates with teammates after scoring against Chile dur-
ing their Copa America football tournament semi-final match at the Gremio Arena. — AFP 

Peru stun champions Chile 3-0 
to reach Copa America final

Groenen takes 
Netherlands through
to World Cup final 
LYON: The Netherlands’ rise as a force in women’s football con-
tinued on Wednesday as Jackie Groenen’s extra-time strike saw
them edge out Sweden 1-0 in a gruelling World Cup semi-final
in Lyon, taking the European champions through to this week-
end’s final against the United States. After a goalless 90 minutes,
midfielder Groenen — a former judo European Championship
bronze medallist as a youth who recently agreed a move to Man-
chester United — broke the deadlock in the 99th minute of a
tense contest, breaking Swedish hearts in the process.

When Danielle van de Donk’s pass was touched into her path,
Groenen sent a low shot from 20 yards beyond the reach of goal-
keeper Hedvig Lindahl and into the far corner. Having knocked
out Italy and former winners Japan in the previous two rounds,
the Dutch are now just one game away from adding a first World
Cup to the title they won at Euro 2017 as hosts.

“We never knew this would be possible. It’s one more match
and we might possibly be world champions,” said a beaming
Groenen. Getting this far is a remarkable achievement for the
“Oranje”, appearing at just their second World Cup, but they will
need to improve drastically if they are to stand any chance of de-
feating the holders.

The Netherlands have long been a force in the men’s game,
but they had never even been to a major women’s tournament
until a decade ago. “I think the potential has been in the
Netherlands for a longer period of time but the facilities were
not there,” said Dutch coach Sarina Wiegman, pointing to the
start of the Dutch league in 2007 as the catalyst. “It’s the whole

development in the Netherlands and also the individuals that
made bigger steps.

“Now they have been in a couple of tournaments so they are
very experienced now too and they believe they can perform
really well.” The USA made it through to their third successive
World Cup final after beating England 2-1 on Tuesday. That was
a game which had it all, and it was always going to be difficult
for this second semi-final to reach the same heights. After end-
ing a long hoodoo against old rivals Germany in the last round,
2016 Olympic finalists Sweden were the better team in the first
half here.

Goalkeeping heroics 
A Sari van Veenendaal save from Lina Hurtig in the 37th

minute was the only chance of note in the first half, but the
Dutch goalkeeper and captain denied Sweden again in the 56th
minute as she tipped Nilla Fischer’s low shot onto the post. On
this evidence, it is remarkable that Van Veenendaal was re-
leased by Arsenal prior to the tournament.

That was not the best save in the second half, though, with
Sweden’s Lindahl displaying stunning athleticism to tip a Vi-
vianne Miedema header onto the bar. Extra time approached,
although substitute Shanice van de Sanden might have won it
in stoppage time had her powerful strike not been tipped over
by Lindahl.

The Dutch had seen Lieke Martens go off at half-time hav-
ing been an injury doubt ahead of the game. She is a concern
for the final, which her side reached thanks to Groenen finally
getting the breakthrough in the first period of extra time. It was
a fine goal by the 24-year-old, but it was agonizing for Sweden,
and the 2003 World Cup runners-up also saw midfielder Koso-
vare Asllani go off on a stretcher at the end after being hit in
the face by the ball. They will face England in the third-place
play-off in Nice on Saturday. “Now it’s about the medal,” said
coach Peter Gerhardsson. “Ending up third of course feels a lot
better than ending up fourth. We’ll do everything in our power
to try to do that.” — AFP 

Pulisic double as US 
beat Jamaica to 
reach Cup final
NASHVILLE: Christian Pulisic scored twice as the United
States defeated Jamaica 3-1 to reach the CONCACAF Gold
Cup final after a weather-disrupted semi-final yesterday. The
United States will now face fierce regional rivals Mexico in
Sunday’s final at Soldier Field in Chicago. New Chelsea sign-
ing Pulisic bundled home a rebound from Jordan Morris’s
shot in the 52nd minute to give the US a 2-0 lead and then
added third goal late on after a storm in Nashville had forced
the players off for almost an hour and a half.

“It was a long night, but the mentality of the team was ex-
cellent,” veteran USA midfielder Michael Bradley said. “We’re
really excited — US v Mexico in the final, there’s not much
better than that.” US coach Gregg Berhalter was happy with
the way his team had handled the lengthy interruption. “It’s
part of soccer and the guys dealt with it in a really good way,”
Berhalter said. “It gave us time to look at film and give them
encouragement. “We showed a relentless spirit when we
came back out tonight.”

The defending champions had taken the lead through a
superb Weston McKennie ninth-minute strike following a
dominant opening spell which saw them carve out a series of
chances. Schalke 04 player McKennie was a constant threat
for the hosts, who had already gone close to scoring through
Paul Arriola and Reggie Cannon when Bradley sprayed a pin-
point pass to Cannon on the flank. — AFP 


